
WHAT’S IN YOUR BOX?

As an expert manufacturer,  
you know what to expect  

every time you open our  box.  
Can your supplier say the same?

Blue Streak® Camshaft Sensor Kits 
contain camshaft sensors along 

with high-temperature connectors to 
replace the damaged originals

More than 1,000 SKUs and  
95% coverage for domestic

and import applications

Today’s advanced engines depend on accurate and consistent information from cam and crank Sensors 
for performance, fuel economy and emissions, and not all cam and crank sensors are created equal. 
Standard® Cam and Crank Sensors feature an integrated A/D convertor and digital signal processing for 
reliable and consistent performance in all situations.

The Most Consistent and Durable Camshaft and Crankshaft 
Sensors in the Industry

Standard® Cam and Crank Sensors also feature 
advanced circuitry to protect against stray magnetic 
fields and power spikes. Best of all, you can recommend 
Standard® Cam and Crank Sensors with confidence 
knowing that each component has been end-of-line 
tested for timing, pulse width and signal amplitude.

What’s inside the Standard® box...
Advanced engineering, precision 
manufacturing and comprehensive 
testing. What’s in Your Box?

CAMSHAFT & CRANKSHAFT SENSORS

StandardWhatsInYourBox.com

1,000+
SKUs

KITS FOR A 
COMPLETE JOB
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Blue Streak® Camshaft Sensor Kits

OUR EXTENSIVE TESTING ENSURES  
DURABILITY AND PERFORMANCE
Sensors undergo 48-64-hour vibration tests and  
chamber testing cycles from -40°F to 257°F to  
ensure a long service life in extreme conditions.

Our standards are so high, we know they’ll meet yours.

For more than 100 years, when the OE failed, technicians 

trusted Standard® and Blue Streak® to deliver a part that’s 

equal to or better than the original it’s replacing. 

Integrated A/D converter sends a 
digital signal for precise ignition 
timing, optimizing fuel economy 

and performance

Sealed construction withstands 
extreme under-hood conditions

PC458K 
Infiniti / Nissan Cars & SUVs 

(2007-01)
VIO: 170K 

OE PROBLEM:  
Camshaft sensors on Nissan / Infiniti applications are known for their high failure rates

BLUE STREAK® SOLUTION: 
A new, advanced-engineered Camshaft Sensor with an integrated A/D convertor and new high-temp 
connector for a complete service

Advanced circuitry provides 
immunity from EMI that 

meets ISO standards

Fluorocarbon rubber oil seal 
ensures secure fit

High-temp connector to replace the 
melted/damaged originals

We offer 25 Blue Streak® Camshaft Sensor Kits for popular applications. For our complete offering, visit StandardBrand.com.


